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ABSTRACT

The robust and tissue-specific activation of the
human growth hormone (hGH) gene cluster in the
pituitary and placenta constitutes an informative
model for analysis of gene regulation. The five-
gene hGH cluster is regulated by two partially
overlapping sets of DNase I hypersensitive sites
(HSs) that constitute the pituitary (HSI, II, III and V)
and placental (HSIII, IV, and V) locus control regions
(LCRs). The single placenta-specific LCR compo-
nent, HSIV, is located at �30 kb to the cluster.
Here we generate a series of hGH/BAC transgenes
specifically modified to identify structural features
of the hGH locus required for its appropriate placen-
tal expression. We find that placental specificity is
dependent on the overall multigene configuration of
the cluster whereas the distance between the
cluster and its LCR impacts the level of placental
expression. We further observe that a major
function of the placental hGH LCR is to insulate
the transgene locus from site-of-integration
effects. This insulation activity is linked to
placenta-specific occupancy of the chromatin archi-
tectural protein, CTCF, at HSIV. These data reveal a
remarkable combination of structural configurations
and regulatory determinants that must work in
concert to insure robust and tightly controlled
expression from a complex multigene locus.

INTRODUCTION

The temporal and spatial control of gene expression in
multi-cellular eukaryotes is essential for programming de-
velopment and for maintenance of physiologic functions.
The determinants of these controls are generally contained
within non-coding regions of the genome. Genome-wide
searches for cis-acting regulatory elements, including en-
hancers, repressors and insulators, are based on the

recognition of specific epigenetic modifications and con-
figurations, trans-acting factor occupancies, non-coding
transcription units and sensitivities of chromatin to
cleavage by a variety of endonucleases. Much of this
information, currently centralized in the Encyclopedia of
DNA Elements (ENCODE), suggests that >80% of
human genome is ‘biochemically functional’ (1). The
exploration of regulatory controls and their coordinating
circuits constitutes a necessary foundation for interpret-
ation of sequence variations and mutations linked to
various phenotypes and disease processes (2). Defining
the mechanisms by which these determinants act on
target genes will demand in-depth analyses of robust and
experimentally tractable model loci.

The human growth hormone (hGH) multi-gene cluster
presents an informative model for the analysis of
regulatory controls that impact developmental and
physiologic processes. This locus encompasses five
tightly packed genes that have a high level of structural
similarity yet demonstrate robust and mutually exclusive
gene-regulatory profiles (3). These genes are a single pitu-
itary-specific gene (hGH-N), and four adjacent paralogs
(hCS-A, hCS-B, hCS-L and hGH-V) that are expressed
exclusively in the placenta (Figure 1A). Analyses of
primary human pituitaries and extensive modeling in
mouse transgenic lines support the conclusion that the
tissue-specific activation of the pituitary gene of the hGH
gene cluster is controlled by a set of distal regulatory
elements located between 14.5- and 32-kb 50 to the
cluster. These determinants, marked by DNase I hyper-
sensitivity, comprise the pituitary locus control region
(LCR) (4). Transcriptional activation of hGH-N in pituit-
ary somatotropes has been extensively explored in trans-
genic mouse models. This pathway is initiated by the
binding of the pituitary-specific POU-homeodomain
protein, Pit-1, at the LCR determinant, hypersensitive
site I (HSI), located 14.5-kb 50 to the hGH-N promoter
(6). This interaction establishes a 32-kb domain of histone
acetylation that encompasses the entire LCR and extends
to include the hGH-N promoter (7,8). HSI activation
triggers robust non-coding transcription within the LCR.
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This non-coding transcription is functionally linked to
higher order reconfiguration of the locus (‘chromatin
looping’) that juxtaposes the transcriptionally active
LCR domain with the target hGH-N promoter (9).
These events result in robust, somatotrope-specific tran-
scriptional activation of hGH-N.

In contrast to this detailed understanding of hGH-N
activation in the pituitary somatotropes, the correspond-
ing pathways and determinants of the placental gene

activation remain poorly understood. In vitro studies of
human chorionic somatomammotropin (hCS) genes have
identified several promoter-proximal transcription factor
binding sites that contribute to hCS expression. These
include a TATA box, Sp1-binding sites and an initiator
element (InrE) site (10). Additional evidence from cell
transfection studies suggests that a conserved ‘P-element’
located �2-kb upstream of each placental gene repeat
(PGR) units and a 30-enhancer located 2-kb downstream
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Figure 1. Transgenes designed to identify structural features at the hGH locus critical to placental gene activation. (A) The hGH locus and epigenetic
modifications in the placenta. The hGH gene cluster encompasses five genes: the pituitary-specific growth hormone gene (hGH-N), and four placenta-
specific paralogs, hCS-L, hCS-A, hGH-V and hCS-B. The gene cluster is flanked 50 by SCN4A and CD79b genes and 30 by TCAM1. These flanking
genes are specifically expressed in skeletal muscle, B lymphocyte and testis, respectively. Our previous studies identified two overlapping sets of
DNase I HSs located 50 to the cluster in the pituitary and placenta. HSIII and V are present in multiple tissues, including pituitaries and placentas,
HSI and II are pituitary-specific and critical to hGH-N expression, and HSIV is specific to the placenta (4). Previously established patterns of histone
H3 and H4 acetylation and H3K4 di- and tri-methylation at the hGH locus in the chromatin of human placental STBs are indicated (5). (B) Three
hGH/BAC-derived transgenes designed to identify structural determinants of placental gene expression. The structures of four transgenes are shown.
The wild-type hGH/BAC transgene (hGH/BAC) comprises a 123-kb NotI genomic fragment containing the entire hGH cluster with extensive 50- and
30-flanking regions, including the full set of pituitary or placental LCR determinants. The HSIII–V region (placental LCR) was selectively
deleted from the hGH/BAC to generate the DHSIII-V/hGH/BAC transgene. A 12-kb segment between HSIII and the hGH cluster was deleted
from hGH/BAC to generate the DSpacer/hGH/BAC transgene. In transgene LCR-CSA/BAC, the entire hGH cluster was replaced by a single
placental gene repeat (PGR) unit encompassing hCS-A and its adjacent 30-enhancer and 50 P-element.
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of each hCS gene contribute to tissue-specific activation of
PGRs (11–13). These in vitro and cell-based studies, while
of interest, do not appear to reflect critical determinants of
expression in vivo. For example, using a series of trans-
genic mouse models, we have demonstrated that segments
of the hGH cluster that encompass these identified
elements in native contiguity with an hCS gene are insuf-
ficient for the activation of the placental hCS in the mouse
placenta (4). This contrasts with the robust, placenta-spe-
cific and site-of-integration independent hCS expression
from more extensive hGH/BAC and hGH/P1 transgenes
encompassing the hGH cluster along with the contiguous
50-flanking region (14,5). These studies suggest that the
basis for appropriate activation of placental hCS genes
in vivo is complex. This complexity may reflect the
overall content and configuration of the multi-gene
cluster and/or to determinants in the 50-flanking region.
The DNase I hypersensitivity mapping of chromatin

from primary human placental syncytiotrophoblasts
(STBs) lining the placental villi (the site of hCS
gene expression), reveals three HSs. These sites, located
28- (HSIII), 30- (HSIV) and 32-kb (HSV) 50 to the hGH
cluster, comprise the putative placental LCR (Figure 1A).
Data from the ENCODE project (http://genome.ucsc.edu/
ENCODE) demonstrate that HSIII and HSV are formed
in multiple cell types, while our data reveal the formation
of an additional HS, HSIV, is specific to the placenta (4).
ChIP analyses of histone H3 and H4 acetylation along
with H3K4-di- and tri-methylation in placental chromatin
indicate that these ‘active’ epigenetic modifications are
localized to the HSIII-V region and to the segments of
the gene cluster encompassing each of the placental
genes (15). Importantly, the region between HSIII and
the target hCS genes lacks active histone modifications
in placental chromatin (summarized in Figure 1A).
Based on these data we have put forward a model in
which the region encompassing HSIII-V plays a critical
role in the regulation of the placental genes. This role
may be mediated by direct interactions with target
promoters within the cluster. A temporal analysis of
epigenetic modifications during terminal differentiation
of the placental STBs was additionally informative. This
article suggested that the discontinuous pattern of histone
modifications (H3/H4 acetylation and H3K4 methylation)
within the cluster might be generated by the independent
initiation of chromatin modifications at each of the four
placental gene promoters and adjacent 30-enhancer
elements with subsequent extension of histone modifica-
tions to the gene bodies (5). Based on these data we have
hypothesized that the hGH cluster in the placental chro-
matin is organized as four independently regulated PGR
units with the activity of each PGR being dependent on
the remote HSIII-V region of the hGH LCR. Of note, the
region between HSIII and the gene cluster encompasses
the pituitary-specific HSI and HSII that are essential to
the expression of hGH-N (Figure 1A). Whether or not this
region has additional relevance to activation of placental
hCS genes, either via unexplored cis-acting elements or via
critical spacing between the LCR and the target genes,
remains in question.

In the current article we assemble a series of hGH trans-
genes designed to probe relationships between structures
at the hGH locus and regulation of placental CS genes
(Figure 1B). These transgenic studies directly assess the
functional impact of the remote HSIII-V determinants
on placental expression from the hGH cluster. The
specific goals of the article are to determine whether the
extensive spacing between the HSIII region and the target
genes serves a purpose in gene regulation, and define
whether the overall configuration of the multi-gene
configuration impacts the specificity and accuracy of the
activation pathway. The findings substantially identify
critical parameters and determinants of hCS gene activa-
tion from the hGHmultigene cluster in the placenta. These
findings advance our understanding of gene regulatory
interactions at this robustly expressed and tightly
controlled gene locus and establish paradigms for tran-
scriptional controls in similarly configured systems.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Modification of hGH transgenes and generation of
transgenic mouse lines

A 123-kb segment of human genomic DNA, encompass-
ing hGH gene cluster flanked by a 55-kb 50-region and a
20-kb 30-region, was released by NotI digestion from a
human bacteria-artificial-chromosome (BAC) genomic
clone (BAC#535D15 from CITB Human B&C Library;
Invitrogen Life Technologies) and used to generate a set
of hGH/BAC transgenic mouse lines by standard trans-
genic microinjection technologies (see below) (5). The
same BAC clone was used as a template for the construc-
tion of three modified hGH transgenes (Figure 1B). The
first modified transgene, DHSIII-V/hGH/BAC, was
generated by a standard recombineering approach (16)
to delete a 6-kb region encompassing the placental LCR
(27- to 33-kb 50 to the hGH-N promoter). The second
transgene, DSpacer/hGH/BAC, was constructed by the
RecA-assisted restriction endonuclease (RARE) cleavage
approach (17) to remove a 12-kb EcoRI-fragment (10- to
22-kb 50 to hGH-N promoter) located between the placen-
tal LCR and hGH-N promoter. The third transgene, LCR-
CSA/BAC, was generated by replacing the hGH cluster
with a 7.5-kb fragment containing an isolated hCS-A
gene unit, including its contiguous 50 P-element and 30

putative enhancer. In this construction, a 70-kb
fragment of the hGH BAC clone, encompassing the hGH
cluster along with a 10-kb upstream and a 10-kb down-
stream regions, was removed by RsrII and PacI digestion.
The remaining 85-kb BAC vector was then ligated to a
7.5-kb hCS-A unit, generated by long-distance PCR with
LA polymerase reagents (TaKaRa Bio Inc.) and two
specific primers (50-CGGTCCGCTGGTCCATGGTTG
GCATGGTAACCCCTTAC-30 and 50-TTAATTAAGC
ACCACAACTGCCATCTCCTTTTTCTCC-30). The
long-distance PCR was performed in a 50-ml reaction con-
taining 100–200 ng of the BAC template, 1X LA PCR
buffer, 0.4mM concentration of dNTP mixture, 0.2mM
concentration of paired primers, 2.5 units of LA Taq
and 1.3 units of Pfu Ultra DNA polymerase (Stratagene)
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under the following conditions: 5min at 95�C, 35 cycles of
10 s at 98�C and 10min at 66�C and a final extension for
10min at 72�C (5).

Each modified-BAC construct was treated with NotI
and the released inserts were isolated by pulsed-field gel
electrophoresis (Bio-Rad) and gel-purified with 1 U/100 ml
b-agarase I (New England Biolabs) followed by phenol–
chloroform extraction. The three purified BAC fragments
were adjusted to a concentration of 0.5 ng/ml in TE buffer
(pH 7.5) and individually microinjected into the male
pronuclei of fertilized mouse eggs. All transgenic
founder mice were generated by the University of
Pennsylvania Transgenic and Chimeric Mouse Core
Facility (http://www.med.upenn.edu/genetics/core-facs/
tcmf/index.html). Positive founders were identified by
PCR analysis of tail DNA with primers specific to the
BAC insertions (50-CTGGGGCTCAGACAGACCCGG
CTTCAAATT-30 and 50-GAATTCGGGTCAGGGCTC
CTGCCTGA-30). The integrity of each transgene was
determined by Southern blot analysis of EcoRI-digested
tail DNA (14) and targeted PCR analysis (Supplementary
Figures S1 and S2). The transgene copy number for each
line was estimated by normalizing the hybridization signal
(PhosphorImager analysis of Southern blots) from trans-
gene to the hybridization signal from a mouse endogenous
reference gene, mouse �-globin gene (m-MX), on the same
membrane (Supplementary Figure S2).

Isolation of intact nuclei from mouse placentas

Placentas from E18.5 day transgenic embryos were col-
lected and washed in PBS (Ca and Mg free). Placental
cells were dissociated in cell-free dissociation buffer
(GIBCO-BRL) and filtered through a 40-mm cell strainer
(Falcon) into 10% (v/v) FBS/DMEM. Cells were washed
with PBS and lysed with Nonidet P-40 (NP-40) lysis buffer
(10mM Tris–HCl [pH 7.5], 10mM NaCl, 3mM MgCl2,
0.2% NP-40 and proteinase inhibitor cocktail (Sigma))
containing 10mM sodium butyrate on ice. The lysate
was incubated on ice for 10min. Nuclei were collected
by centrifugation. The nuclei were washed twice with
RB buffer (0.1M NaCl, 50mM Tris–HCl [pH 8.0],
3mM MgCl2, 0.1mM PMSF and 5mM sodium
butyrate [pH 7.0]) and stored in glycerol storage buffer
containing 20mM sodium butyrate before analysis.

DNase I hypersensitive site mapping

Of intact nuclei, 300 mg were suspended in 1ml RB buffer
with 1mM CaCl2. 120 U DNase I (Invitrogen) was then
added into the sample and the reaction was incubated at
37�C. At different time points, 50 mg nuclei was removed
and the reaction was terminated by adding EDTA to
50mM followed by digestion of nuclei with an equal
volume of solution S (1.6M NaCl, 1% SDS and 200 mg/
ml proteinase K). The samples were incubated at 55�C
overnight and extracted with phenol/chloroform. The
DNA was ethanol precipitated, resuspended in TE
(10mM Tris, 0.1mM EDTA), digested by EcoRI, sub-
jected to electrophoresis on a 0.8% agarose gel and
transferred to Zetabind nylon membranes for hybridiza-
tion (4,8).

RT-PCR assays

(I) Placental hGH/CS expression
Total RNAs were extracted from mouse tissues with
RNA-Bee reagent (Tel-Test Inc.) according to the manu-
facturer’s instructions. The RNAs were treated with
RNase-free DNase I (Promega) at 37�C for 1 h and
purified with RNeasy column (Qiagen). The resulting
RNAs were reverse transcribed with an oligo(dT) primer
and Superscript III transcriptase (Invitrogen Life
Technologies), and 2.5% of this RT reaction mixture
was used for PCR. PCR was performed with a sense
primer 32P labeled with T4 polynucleotide kinase (50-GT
CCCTGCTCCTGGCTTTTG-30) and an antisense primer
(50-AGCAGCCCGTAGTTCTTGAG-30). PCR was
carried out for 25–30 cycles under the following condi-
tions: 30 s at 94�C, 30 s at 57�C and 2min at 72�C. The
amplified cDNA segments were 546 bp for hGH-N, hGH-
V, hCS-A and hCS-B and 492 bp for hCS-L. Digestion of
the amplification products with TaqI generated an hGH-V
fragment of 546 bp, an hGH-N fragment of 494 bp, an
hCS-L fragment of 251 bp and hCS-A and hCS-B frag-
ments of 305 bp (5). As an internal control, a transcript
of glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH)
mRNA was amplified using a specific primer pair (50-GCC
AAAAGGGTCATCATCTC-30 and 50-CCTGCTTCACC
ACCTTCTTGA-30). The amplified and digested products
were separated on 6% polyacrylamide gels, and the signals
were visualized by autoradiography or quantified by
PhosphorImager (Molecular Dynamics). The ratio of pla-
cental hGH/CS to GAPDH was divided by transgene copy
number to establish the value of transgene expression per
copy in each case.

(II) Pituitary hGH-N expression
The pituitary mRNAs were prepared and the cDNAs were
synthesized as described above. Primers (50-GCCTGCTC
TGCCTGC-30 and 50-GACTGGATGAGCAGCAG-30)
used for analysis of hGH-N expression corresponded to
perfectly conserved regions between mouse GH (mGH)
and hGH-N (4). PCR was performed under the following
conditions: 30 s at 94�C, 30 s at 45�C and 1min at 72�C.
Following 28 cycles of PCR, the 30-end-labeled products
were subjected to BstNI digestion. The major band of
hGH-N cDNA is 170 bp and the band for mGH is
110 bp. Fragments were separated on a 6% polyacryl-
amide gel, and bands were quantified by
PhosphorImager analysis. The ratio of hGH-N to mGH
was divided by transgene copy number to establish the
transgene expression per copy in each case.

ChIP assay
The cells from placenta, kidney and liver were prepared as
described above and suspended in 20ml 10% (v/v) FBS/
DMEM. The cell suspensions were fixed in 1% formalde-
hyde at room temperature for 10min followed by the
addition of glycine (final concentration 0.125M) with in-
cubation at room temperature for an additional 5min.
Cells were collected, washed with cold PBS twice and
lysed in NP-40 lysis buffer containing 10mM sodium
butyrate on ice for 10min. Nuclei were pelleted and
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suspended in lysis buffer (50mM Tris–HCl [pH 8.0],
10mM EDTA, 1% SDS, 10mM sodium butyrate and
0.1mM PMSF) and incubated on ice for 10min. The
lysates were then sheared by sonication (Sonic
Dismembrator, Fisher Scientific) to an average size of
200–1000 bp, and the soluble chromatin was concentrated
using Centricon-10 (Amicon Inc.) and taken up in IP
buffer (20mM Tris–HCl [pH 8.0], 150mM NaCl, 2mM
EDTA, 0.01% SDS, 1% Triton X-100, 10mM sodium
butyrate and 0.1mM PMSF). An aliquot of each sample
was removed as ‘input’ and used in PCR analysis. The
remainder of the soluble chromatin was incubated at
4�C overnight with 20 ml of CTCF antibody (Upstate
Biotech) or preimmune IgG (Upstate Biotech). Immune
complexes were isolated by incubation with 60 ml of
Protein A/G-agarose (Millipore) for 2 h at 4�C. The
complexes were serially washed in 1ml low salt buffer
(0.1% SDS, 1% Triton X-100, 2mM EDTA, 20mM
Tris–HCl [8.0] and 150mM NaCl), 1ml of the same
buffer but with high salt (500mM NaCl), 1ml of LiCl
buffer (250mM LiCl, 1% NP-40, 1% sodium
deoxycholate, 1mM EDTA and 10mM Tris–HCl [pH
8.0]) and twice with TE (10mM Tris–HCl [pH 8.0] and
1mM EDTA). The complexes were eluted with two 250 ml
aliquots of elution buffer (1% SDS and 0.1M NaHCO3)
at room temperature for 15min. DNAs were isolated by
reversing the cross-links (heated at 65�C for 5 h in the
presence of 0.2M NaCl and 2 ml of 10mg/ml RNase A
and subsequently digested with 1 ml of 20mg/ml proteinase
K at 45�C for 12 h) and purified by QIAquick spin column
(Qiagen). The resulting DNAs were analyzed by PCR with
specified primer pairs (Table 1) and the PCR products
were resolved by electrophoresis on 2% agarose gels.
DNAs were visualized by fluorescence staining with
SYBR Gold (Invitrogen) and quantified by
PhosphorImager analysis. Band intensities were expressed
relative to the signal obtained from 0.01% of input, and

normalized with positive control (defined as 100) using a
primer set that amplified CTCF-binding site in the Igf2/
H19 imprinting-control region. All signals were
demonstrated to be proportional to the amount of DNA
input.

RESULTS

Generation of transgenic mouse lines to define critical
structures at the hGH gene cluster

To identify structural features of the hGH locus required
for appropriate activation of placental CS genes, we
parsed the hGH locus into three components: (i) the
remotely situated HSIII-V (the putative placental LCR),
(ii) the interval region between the placental LCR and the
hGH cluster and (iii) the individual PGR units within the
hGH cluster. Three corresponding transgenes were con-
structed; DHSIII-V/hGH/BAC, DSpacer/hGH/BAC and
LCR-CSA/BAC (Figure 1B). The 123-kb hGH/BAC trans-
gene, from which these transgenes were derived, served as
the control for the studies. This hGH/BAC transgene con-
tained the entire 48-kb hGH cluster with extensive 50- and
30-flanking regions encompassing the full complement of
HSs that constitute the hGH LCR as well as neighboring
genes (SCN4A, CD79b and TCAM1) with mutually exclu-
sive tissue specificities (Figure 1A and B). Mice carrying
this hGH/BAC are known to have robust and placenta-
specific expression of the hCS genes (5).

The three modified transgenes were individually injected
into fertilized mouse embryos and four transgenic lines
were generated for each construct. The integrity and
copy number of each transgene insertion event were
verified by targeted PCR, restriction endonuclease finger-
printing and Southern blot (see Materials and methods
section and Supplementary Figures). These analyses con-
firmed the targeted deletion of HSIII-V in DHSIII-V/
hGH/BAC, the targeted deletion of a 12-kb segment
between HSIII and hGH gene cluster in DSpacer/hGH/
BAC, and the replacement of entire hGH cluster with a
single isolated hCS-A PGR in LCR-CSA/BAC. One of the
DSpacer/hGH/BAC lines was found to have a 30 trunca-
tion within the hGH cluster, resulting in a loss of three
placental genes (hCS-A, hGH-V and hCS-B), and was
excluded from this study (Supplementary Figure S2).
The impact of each of the three major alterations on pla-
cental gene expression from the hGH transgene locus was
determined by comparing expression, tissue specificity and
consistency of the expression to that of the wild-type hGH/
BAC transgene.

Structure and expression of the intact hGH/BAC
transgene locus in the mouse placenta

The components of the placental LCR are defined by a set
of three DNase I HSs; HSIII, IV and V (4). To validate
our transgenic model, we sought to demonstrate the
formation of these sites within the intact hGH/BAC trans-
genic locus in the mouse placenta. Placental chromatin
from E18.5 day embryos was isolated and mapped by
partial DNAse I digestion and indirect end-labeling
Southern analysis. A chromatin sample from the human

Table 1. DNA sequences of oligonucleotide primers used in

CTCF-ChIP assay

Oligonucleotide Primers for ChIP Assay

Primer Sequence
HSV-50 50-TGCAGTCCGCGCCCTGTGAGTGGTG-30

HSV-30 50-ACACTGGGGAGGTTGGGAGCAGACC-30

HSIV-50 50-ATCCCCAGCAGCCATTGACGCAT-30

HSIV-30 50-CGCAGAGTCCACCACTTCTTCCCAC-30

HSIII-50 50-ATCAAATCCCTGCGGACACTGCGG-30

HSIII-30 50-TCCTGGGTGCTTCTGCAGTCTCTGCT-30

-25 kb-50 50-AAAATGAGACTGCTGGGCCAGGCACG-30

-25 kb-30 50-ACAAGGCAGGTTGTAGCAGCCTCGT-30

-15 kb-50 50-CCAAGCCTTTCCCAGTTATAC-30

-15 kb-30 50-CATCTTGGCCTAGGCCTCGGA-30

Promoter-50 50-TCCATTAGCACAAGCCCGTCAG-30

Promoter-30 50-TTTTTCTCTCTCCATCCCTCCAG-30

Enhancer-50 50-AGAACAATCTGCCCCTTATGGAAAGAC-30

Enhancer-30 50-CATGATGTTGCCTCACAGCAACCTCCA-30

TCAM-50 50-TGCAGCCGAATCACCAACCCGT-30

TCAM-30 50-GCATGATGTGTGATTTATCATGGC-30

(+)Control-50 50-AGCCGCTATGCCTCAGTGGTCGAT-30

(+)Control-30 50-GGGCTGTGTAGGGAATGAGTCAA-30
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placental choriocarcinoma cell line, JEG3, served as a
positive control. The three DNase I HSs that constitute
the hGH LCR in the placental chromatin were detected in
the JEG3 chromatin DNA and in the hGH/BAC placental
chromatin sample (Figure 2A). These data indicate that
the three placental HSs were re-established in the hGH/
BAC transgene in mouse genome.

The expression of mRNAs from the intact hGH/BAC
was next determined by a validated RT-PCR analysis that
distinguishes the mRNAs originating from each of the five
genes in the hGH cluster (5). The assay demonstrated ap-
propriate expression from the PGRs within the hGH/BAC
(Figure 2B); the two hCS genes, hCS-A and hCS-B, were
robustly expressed with much lower level of hGH-V ex-
pression. In contrast, only trace of hCS-L (a pseudo gene)
and hGH-N mRNAs could be detected (Figure 2C). These
data are fully consistent with our prior studies of native
human term placenta (5) and demonstrated that the hGH/
BAC transgene contains the full set of placental LCR de-
terminants and regulatory structures necessary for appro-
priate placental expression.

The HSIII-V region protects the hCS genes from
site-of-integration effects

The impact of the HSIII-V determinants on hCS expres-
sion was explored by selectively deleting this region from
the hGH/BAC transgene. Four DHSIII-V/hGH/BAC
transgenic mouse lines lacking the 6-kb segment encom-
passing HSIII-V were generated and structurally validated
(Supplementary Figures S1 and S2). Transgenic males
from each line were crossed with wild-type CD-1 females
and parallel crosses were carried out with lines carrying
the intact hGH/BAC transgene. Transgenic E18 embryos
from each mating were identified and the corresponding
placentas were isolated and assessed for expression from
the hGH/hCS transgene cluster. The analysis of the
DHSIII-V/hGH/BAC lines confirmed the activation of
the two hCS genes, hCS-A and hCS-B, in the placenta
with significantly lower level of hGH-V mRNA, and
trace levels of the hCS-L and hGH-N mRNAs
(Figure 3A). This expression pattern accurately models
the selective expression of the corresponding genes in
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chromatin from transgenic mouse embryos carrying the intact hGH/BAC. Chromatin samples were exposed to DNase I for the times indicated
to generate partial digestion products. The DNAs were then extracted, digested with EcoRI and analyzed by indirect-end labeling Southern blotting,
as indicated in the diagram below the autoradiograph. The intact 23-kb EcoRI fragment encompassing the HSIII–V region is indicated by the gray
arrowhead to the left of the autoradiograph and the sub-fragments generated by DNase I cleavage at HSIII, IV and V are indicated by black arrows
and the black dots. A corresponding analysis of chromatin from a human placental choriocarcinoma line, JEG3, served as a positive control for
placental HS formation. The pattern seen is consistent with that generated from normal human term placenta (4). Notably, two sub-bands (indicated
by white dots) were observed in the Southern blot. These bands were detected consistently in the human placental chromatin and were previously
demonstrated as non-specific bands unrelated to DNase I treatment (4,5). (B) Expression of the intact hGH/BAC transgene demonstrated appropriate
tissue specificity. RT-PCR analyses of mRNAs isolated from the indicated tissues are shown. The primer set co-amplifies mRNAs generated from all
five genes in the hGH cluster. GAPDH mRNA served as loading control. (C) Expression pattern from the intact hGH/BAC transgene in the mouse
placenta recapitulated the expression from the native hGH locus in the human placenta. A 32P-labeled cDNA generated from co-amplification of all
five of the hGH/hCS mRNAs (as in B above) was digested by TaqI to distinguish the expression of the individual mRNA species (see Materials and
methods section). The products revealed robust expression of hCS-A/hCS-B mRNAs, much lower expression of hGH-V mRNA, and only trace
detection of the hCS-L pseudogene transcript and the pituitary-specific hGH-N mRNA. This pattern recapitulated that observed in the human term
placenta (5).
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Figure 3. The HSIII-V region played an essential role in protecting the hGH transgene locus from site-of-integration effects in the placenta. (A) hCS
mRNAs were robustly expressed from the DHSIII-V/hGH/BAC transgene. RT/PCR (left) and coRT/PCR-TaqI (right) analyses confirmed robust
and appropriately selective expression of the hCS genes in the transgenic mouse placenta (analyses as in Figure 2B and 2C). (B) Deletion of the
HSIII–V region rendered transgenic expression sensitive to site-of-integration effects in the placenta but not in the pituitary. (Top) Placental
studies. Expression of hCS mRNAs in the placenta of four structurally-intact hGH/BAC lines and in four �HSIII-V/hGH/BAC lines was determined
by RT/Q-PCR. The values were each normalized to the corresponding levels of GAPDH mRNA and then normalized to transgene copy-number
(shown as mean+SD, n=3). The copy number for each line is shown in parentheses next to the respective line designations. Regression analyses of
the two sets of data, shown below the corresponding histograms, evaluated the correlation between total hCS mRNA expression (mean, n=3) and
copy number. The comparison of the linear regression r2-value for the hGH/BAC and the �HSIII-V/hGH/BAC lines (0.97; P-value 0.02 and 0.78;
P-value 0.11) revealed a significant loss of copy-number dependence of transgene expression subsequent to deletion of the HSIII-V region. (Bottom)
Pituitary studies. RT/Q-PCR analysis of pituitary hGH-N mRNA was normalized to GAPDH mRNA and transgene copy number (as in placental
samples, above). The histogram represents the average of expression from triplicate assays of the indicated lines (+SD). The regression analyses of the
data are shown below the histograms with high r2-values for both the intact hGH/BAC and �HSIII-V/hGH/BAC transgenic lines. (C) Deletion of the
HSIII–V region triggered ectopic expression of hCSs. Tissue surveys from an intact hGH/BAC line (#1255B) and a �HSIII-V/hGH/BAC line (#01)
are shown. RNAs were subjected to the coRT/PCR-TaqI analysis. These studies revealed widespread ectopic expression of hCS mRNAs from
�HSIII-V/hGH/BAC transgene. In contrast, hGH-N mRNA expression remained tightly restricted to the pituitary in both lines.
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human placenta and is in agreement with the analysis of
the hGH/BAC lines (Figure 2C). These data demonstrate
that HSIII-V function(s) is not essential for maintaining
selective activation of hCS genes in the placenta.

We next assessed whether the HSIII-V region protects
the hGH locus from transcriptional influences at the
random transgene-insertion sites in the mouse genome.
This was accomplished by determining the absolute level
of hCS mRNAs normalized to the corresponding level of
GAPDH in the placenta in each of the fourWT/hGH/BAC
lines and in each of four DHSIII-V/hGH/BAC lines. Line-
to-line variability of expression was examined by regres-
sion analysis (Figure 3B, bottom placental panels), and
mRNA expression per gene copy was calculated for each
line (Figure 3B, top placental panels). In the WT/hGH/
BAC mice, the expression of the placental hCS mRNAs
per gene copy was maintained within a tight range, with
an average value of 0.24 for the four lines (top left panel)
and an r2-value of 0.95 (bottom left panel). In contrast, the
expression of placental hCS mRNAs per transgene copy
varied significantly among the four DHSIII-V/hGH/BAC
lines (top right panel), varying from 0.19 (line #04) to
trace (0.004 in line #06), with an r2-value of 0.78. These

data revealed a marked relaxation in quantitative control
of transcriptional activity of the hCS genes subsequent to
deletion of the HSIII-V region.
To further assess the role of the HSIII-V region in

establishing an insulated and autonomous chromatin
environment, we determined the sensitivity of the
DHSIII-V/hGH/BAC locus at each insertion site to
ectopic expression in non-placental tissues. A control
study with WT/hGH/BAC transgenic lines confirmed the
tight control of tissue-specific regulation; hCS mRNAs
were restricted to the placenta and hGH-N mRNA was
restricted to the pituitary (Figure 3C, top). In contrast,
the tissue-specificity of the DHSIII-V/hGH/BAC was
clearly relaxed. In DHSIII-V/hGH/BAC line #01, hCS
mRNAs were evident in kidneys, ovaries and testes as
well as in the placentas (Figure 3C, bottom). A similar
loss of tissue-specific regulation was observed in the
DHSIII-V/hGH/BAC lines #03 and #04 (Table 2).
Furthermore, in the DHSIII-V/hGH/BAC line #06, the
hCS expression was completely inactivated in all tested
tissues with only trace amount of expression detected in
the E18 placenta (Figure 3B and Table 2). These data
support the quantitative analyses of gene expression
(Figure 3B) by demonstrating that deletion of the
HSIII-V region rendered hCS expression sensitive to tran-
scriptional influences of the host insertion site. The ectopic
expression of the DHSIII-V/hGH/BAC transgene in non-
placental tissues along with the relaxation of copy-
number-dependent expression of hCS in the placenta led
us to conclude that the HSIII-V region contained a
boundary/insulator activity critical to the establishment
of a fully autonomous hGH transgene locus.

The boundary/insulator activity mediated by the HSIII-V
region is placenta-specific

The HSIII and HSV exist in both pituitary and placental
chromatin. As these sites are shared between the two
tissues and mark the 50-boundary of the continuous 32-
kb domain of histone acetylation established in pituitary
somatotrope chromatin (13), we had previously suggested
that they might serve a boundary and/or insulator
function for the hGH cluster in both tissues (4).
Consistent with this function, we observed that deletion
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Figure 3. Continued

Table 2. Summary of hGH/CS expression in WT/hGH/BAC and DHSIII-V/hGH/BAC transgenic lines

Pituitary Placenta Lung Kidney Heart Liver Ovary Testis Spleen

WT 17 GH-N CSs - - - - - - -
WT 1210B GH-N CSs - - - - - - -
WT 1254D GH-N CSs - - - - - - -
WT 1255B GH-N CSs - - - - - - -
�HSIII-V 01 GH-N CSs - CSs - - CSs CSs -
�HSIII-V 03 GH-N CSs - CSs – - - CSs -
�HSIII-V 04 GH-N CSs - - - - - CSs -
�HSIII-V 06 GH-N CSs* - - - - - - -

The tissue-specific expression of hGH-N and the hCSs was tightly controlled in all of the intact hGH/BAC transgenic lines whereas the placental
genes demonstrated ectopic expression in three of the DHSIII-V/hGH/BAC lines. In a fourth line (#06) the expression of the placental genes was
completely lost in all tested tissues, including placenta, but hGH-N remained fully expressed in the pituitary (see Figure 3B as well).
*Expressed at extremely low level.
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of the HSIII-V region resulted in loss of site-of-integration
protection for the placental genes (Figure 3B and C). To
further test this model, we analyzed the impact of this
deletion on hGH-N gene expression in the pituitary.
Remarkably, all the lines, both WT/hGH/BAC and
DHSIII-V/hGH/BAC, demonstrated stringently consistent
level of pituitary expression (Figure 3B pituitary panels);
the level of hGH-N expression in the pituitary retained
tight copy-number dependence (r2-value of 0.97 in the
DHSIII-V/hGH/BAC lines. Most strikingly, we observed
robust and copy-number-dependent expression of hGH-N
in the pituitary of DHSIII-V/hGH/BAC line #06, despite
the almost complete silencing of expression of hCSs from
this line in the placenta. A tissue survey of the DHSIII-V/
hGH/BAC lines (Table 2) further confirmed that the
deletion of the HSIII-V region had no adverse effect on
the pituitary-restriction of hGH-N expression. These data
demonstrated that the HSIII-V region is essential to the
formation of an autonomous chromatin locus in the
placenta; remarkably this effect is tissue specific as it
does not play a corresponding boundary/insulator role
for hGH-N expression in the pituitary (see Discussion).

The spacing between the hGH LCR and the hGH gene
cluster has a quantitative impact on gene expression in the
placenta

The preceding analyses of the DHSIII-V/hGH/BAC trans-
gene revealed that the region encompassing HSIII-V
serves an essential role in protecting the hGH/BAC trans-
gene from site-of-integration effects on hCS expression in
the placenta. This region is separated from the hGH
cluster by 28 kb. This intervening region contains the
two pituitary-specific LCR determinants, HSI and HSII.
Of note, and consistent with DNase-seq data from
ENCODE, we did not detect any HS in the spacing
region in placental chromatin (4). It remains possible,
however, that this region contains functional determinants
that are unmarked by DNase I HSs. Alternatively, it is
possible that it mediates a spatial/structural impact on
hCS expression. The latter possibility is of particular
interest in light of the high frequency with which regula-
tory elements in the mammalian genome are located at
extensive distances from target promoters (1,18). To test
these models, we removed a 12-kb segment between HSIII
and hGH-N (Figure 1B). This modification in the
DSpacer/hGH/BAC transgene deleted the region encom-
passing the pituitary-specific HSI and II, and moved the
HSIII-V region closer to the hGH gene cluster.
The expression pattern of the genes within the DSpacer/

hGH/BAC transgene was assessed in E18 placentas. Of the
four lines established, one was eliminated from analysis
due to a deletion of the placental gene segment of the
cluster (Supplementary Figure S2). In all three remaining
transgenic lines, we observed an appropriate pattern of
expression; hCS-A and hCS-B were robustly expressed
with only trace expression from the remaining three
genes in the cluster (Figure 4A). This result demonstrated
that the sequence between the placental LCR and the gene
cluster does not contain any cis-acting element essential

for the selective expression of the hCS genes in the
placenta.

Expression from the DSpacer/hGH/BAC lines was next
assessed by RT/Q-PCR. The hCS mRNAs were robustly
expressed in all three lines and the levels of expression
were tightly correlated with copy number of transgene
(r2=0.98; Figure 4B). Furthermore, the analysis of
RNAs extracted from different mouse tissues
demonstrated that the hCS genes remained exclusively
placenta-specific (Figure 4C). Of note, however, the
Q-PCR analysis revealed that the average level of expres-
sion per transgene copy from three DSpacer/hGH/BAC
lines was significantly higher than that from the intact
hGH/BAC transgenic lines (t-test, P-value = 0.016).
This increased mRNA output from the DSpacer/hGH/
BAC transgene suggested that moving the LCR into
closer proximity to its target gene leads to an enhancement
of expression.

The multi-gene structure of the hGH locus is critical to
transcriptional control of the placental CS genes

The five hGH/hCS paralogs are derived from a single an-
cestral hGH gene via segmental duplications (19).
Reflecting this evolutionary event, their gene structures
and proximal regulatory elements are highly conserved
(3,15). In addition to their parallel structural features,
the histone modifications of regions encompassing each
PGR unit, and the corresponding temporal dynamics of
their establishment during STB differentiation (see
Introduction section) are identical. These data suggested
a model in which the hCS genes are individually controlled
and activated, independent of the multigene structure of
the hGH locus (5,15). To test this model, we generated a
transgenic construct, in which the multi-gene cluster was
replaced by a single hCS-A placental gene repeat (hCS-A
PGR). The 7-kb hCS-A PGR encompasses a hCS-A
gene along with its contiguous P-element and 30-enhancer
(11–13). The placental LCR as well as the remainder of
hGH locus remain intact in this LCR-CSA/BAC transgene
(Figure 1B). Importantly, the replacement of the gene
cluster entailed a 30-truncation of the B-cell-expressed
CD79b gene, leaving the CD79b promoter and first two
exons intact. As a result of this configuration, any tran-
scription initiated at the CD79b promoter might extend
into the CS-A gene. Therefore the RT/Q-PCR assay of
hCS mRNA expression was specifically designed to
quantify expression originating from the hCS-A
promoter (Figure 5A).

Analysis of expression from the LCR-CSA/BAC trans-
gene in the placenta revealed robust expression of hCS-A
mRNA (Figure 5B, left). However a quantitative analysis
of hCS-A mRNA in each of the four independent LCR-
CSA/BAC lines revealed a wide variation in the copy-
number-dependent transgenic expression (Figure 5B,
right top), with an r2-value of 0.59 (Figure 5B, right
bottom). In addition, the tightly controlled placental re-
striction of hCS expression, observed in WT/hGH/BAC
lines (Figure 5C, top), was severely disrupted in the
LCR-CSA/BAC lines with ectopic hCS-A expression in
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all tissues tested (Figure 5C, bottom). These data
demonstrated that an isolated hCS-A gene, removed
from the context of the multigene cluster, could be
robustly activated but had substantially lost placental-spe-
cificity and consistency of gene expression.

Placenta-specific CTCF occupancy maps to HSIV

CTCF (or CCCTC-binding factor) has been shown to medi-
ate multiple transcriptional controls (20,21). Prominent
among proposed functions of CTCF is that of transcrip-
tional insulation (21–23). The comparisons of expression
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Figure 4. The spacing between the HSIII–V region and the hGH gene cluster had a quantitative impact on hCS expression. (A) The native pattern of
the placental gene expression from the hGH locus was fully maintained in the �Spacer/hGH/BAC transgene. mRNA expression from an intact hGH/
BAC transgene (line #17) and a line carrying the �Spacer/hGH/BAC transgene (line #7) were analyzed by coRT/PCR-TaqI analysis (as in
Figure 2C). (B) Gene expression from the �Spacer/hGH/BAC transgene was maintained in strict copy-number dependence. The RT/Q-PCR
data compared copy-number expression from three hGH/BAC lines and three �Spacer/hGH/BAC lines. The regression analyses confirmed strict
copy-number dependence in both sets of data. Remarkably, the expression per transgene copy from DSpacer/hGH/BAC lines was consistently
higher than from the hGH/BAC lines (average of 0.51 and 0.30, respectively). (C) The placenta-specific expression of hCS mRNAs was fully
maintained in the DSpacer/hGH/BAC lines. Analyses of nine tested tissues from the intact hGH/BAC (line #17) and the DSpacer/hGH/BAC (line
#7) revealed that the activation of placental CS genes is restricted to the E18 placenta in both sets of transgenes. The hGH-N expression in the
pituitary was selectively inactivated in the DSpacer/hGH/BAC transgene due to the deletion of the pituitary-specific HSI and II (located within the
12-kb deleted region).
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profiles from the WT/hGH/BAC and DHSIII-V/hGH/BAC
transgenes described above point to an essential function of
the HSIII-V region in insulating the hGH cluster from site-
of-integration effects at the placental chromatin locus. To
explore the possible role of CTCF in this activity, the CTCF
occupancy in the placental chromatin was investigated. We
first scanned the hGH locus for the CTCF-binding consen-
sus sequence (24) and located three predominant binding

motifs co-mapping with HSV, IV and III (coordinates 32-,
30- and 28-kb 50 of the hGH-N promoter). We next reviewed
the distribution of CTCF occupancy in various tissues from
the ENCODE data-base (25). Remarkably, the ChIP-seq
data-base revealed enrichment for CTCF occupancy at
HSIII and HSV, but clearly excluded HSIV (Figure 6A,
top). Of note, however, the CTCF-binding data in
the ENCODE data-base for primary placental cells
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Figure 5. The multigene structure of the hGH locus was critical for the appropriate activation of the placental hCS genes. (A) Replacement of the
hGH gene cluster with a single PGR unit (LCR-CSA/BAC transgene). Replacing the hGH cluster with a single hCS-A PGR unit involved truncation
of the 30 terminus of the B-cell specific CD79b gene. Thus, any transcription initiated from the B-cell promoter of the CD79b gene in contaminating B
cells would have the possibility of extending into the CS-A locus (‘mRNA1’). To specifically detect transcripts originating from the hCS promoter
(‘mRNA2’ originating at the hCS promoter) we used the RT/PCR primer set shown in the diagram. (B) hCS-A was robustly expressed from the
LCR-CSA/BAC transgene but lacked copy-number dependence. CoRT/PCR-TaqI analysis (as in Figure 2C) confirmed robust hCS-A mRNA
expression from the LCR-CSA/BAC transgene (left panel). However the levels of the expression per transgene copy demonstrated a marked line-
to-line variation (r2=0.59) (right panels). (C) Expression of hCS from the LCR-CSA/BAC transgene demonstrated a dramatic loss of tissue
specificity. Tissue survey of expression from the indicated hGH transgene loci was analyzed by RT/PCR.
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was absent. Thus, to extend the CTCF analysis to the pla-
cental chromatin, we performed a CTCF ChIP on the E18
mouse placenta and non-placental-tissue controls (liver and
kidney) from mice carrying the WT/hGH/BAC transgene.
The results from analysis of the WT/hGH/BAC transgene
locus were consistent with our analyses using chromatin
isolated from two human placenta cell-lines, BeWo and

JEG3. These studies revealed robust CTCF occupancy at
sites corresponding to HSIII, IV and V in the placental
tissue (Figure 6B). In contrast, and consistent with the
ENCODE data-base, CTCF enrichment in the liver and
kidney was limited to HSIII and HSV, and was clearly
absent at HSIV. These data revealed placenta-specific
CTCF recruitment at HSIV.
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Figure 6. Placenta-specific occupancy of CTCF at HSIV of the hGH LCR. (A) Placental specific occupancy of CTCF at HSIV. The positions of the
previously reported DNase I HSs at the hGH locus (4) and the predicted CTCF-binding site (CTCFBS) across the locus based on the presence of
consensus sequences (24) are indicated (downward arrows and boxes, respectively). In vivo CTCF occupancy across the hGH locus in five primary
human tissues are shown below the locus diagram (ENCODE data base). The predicted and documented CTCF-binding sites were highly correlated
and indicated that the great majority of CTCF sites in this region are constitutive. The clear outlier was the predicted CTCF-binding site co-mapping
with HSIV (–30 kb); this predicted CTCF site was unique in this region in that it lacks in vivo occupancy in the multiple tissues sampled. The
enrichment of CTCFs in the placental LCR of hGH locus was investigated by ChIP. CTCF-bound chromatin fragments were immunoprecipitated
from E18 placenta, kidney and liver of an hGH/BAC transgenic mouse. A serial dilution of input DNA was used to confirm that the PCR
amplification was in linear range and an IgG antibody was used for the IP negative control. DNAs isolated from the IP pellets were assessed by
PCR using three primer sets that tested the predicted CTCF-binding sites at HSIII, HSIV and HSV (shown in Figure 6B). Enrichment values were
quantified and normalized with the positive control (see Materials and methods section, defined as 100). The columns in the histogram represent the
average of duplicated experiments with standard deviations (n=2). The CTCF distribution across the hGH locus showed that the CTCFs were
enriched at all three HS sites in placenta (black column), but were limited to the HSIII and HSV in kidney (dark gray column) and liver (light gray
column). The enrichment in the region between LCR and hGH cluster was detected at a lower level (�30%) at coordinate –25 kb in placenta and
liver, and at background level at coordinate –15 kb site in all tested tissues. The enrichment was also observed at promoters of hGH/CS genes and
30-enhancers of hCS genes in the gene cluster (a single PGR represents all placental units in the analysis due to the highly conserved sequence in these
regions). (B) CTCF binding at HSIII, IV and V in primary tissues and in two placental cell lines. CTCF ChIP was carried out on chromatin isolated
from the indicated primary tissues of hGH/BAC mice and from two human choriocarcinoma cell lines, BeWo and JEG3. The assay confirmed CTCF
occupancy at HSIV in these placental cell lines.
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The CTCF distribution across the remainder of the
locus was then investigated. The intensity of enrichment
at each site was quantified after normalization to a
positive control (Figure 6A, bottom). The DNA sequences
corresponding to the promoters and 30-enhancers of the
hGH/hCS paralogs are highly conserved (3) and the
primers for this assay included all of the individual PGR
units as shown in the Figure 6A. The ChIP study failed to
reveal any significant difference in CTCF occupancy
between placenta and the two non-placental controls in
these regions. This constitutive pattern of CTCF occu-
pancy at all sites within the cluster was in agreement
with the ENCODE studies. The mapping of a placenta-
specific insulator activity within the HSIII-V region, the
unique formation of DNase HSIV in the placenta chroma-
tin, and the placenta-specific occupancy of CTCF at HSIV
were consistent with the conclusion that HSIV represents
a placenta-specific boundary/insulator determinant.

DISCUSSION

The eukaryotic genome exists in a tightly packed chroma-
tin structure. To be expressed, the regulatory elements
must be reconfigured and exposed to facilitate efficient
interactions with trans-acting factors and RNA polymer-
ase. These activated sites can be identified and mapped
within a chromatin locus by their hypersensitivity to
DNase (26,27). In prior studies we identified two
overlapping sets of DNase I HSs, located between

32- and 14.5-kb 50 to the hGH cluster in pituitary and
placental chromatin (Figure 1A). HSI and II specifically
assemble in pituitary chromatin and have been shown in a
series of in vivo studies to serve functions that are both
essential and sufficient to activation of somatotrope-
specific hGH-N gene expression (4,9,28,29). The more
distal HSIII and HSV assemble in the chromatin of both
pituitary and placenta, as well as in multiple additional
tissues, and as such they are likely to mediate constitutive
functions. A single remaining site, HSIV, is remarkable in
that it assembles selectively in the chromatin of placental
villous STBs (our data (4) and the ENCODE data base),
the site of hCS expression (30,31). Based on these data,
along with the corresponding studies of histone modifica-
tions at the hGH locus (5,15), we have proposed that
determinants marked by HSIII, HSIV and V constitute
a placental LCR and serve regulatory roles specific to
placental expression from the hGH cluster.

To test its putative regulatory activities (32), we have
deleted the placental LCR region (HSIII-V) from the
hGH/BAC and assessed the expression of the resultant
DHSIII-V/hGH/BAC transgene in E18.5 embryonic
placentas. The data revealed a clear relaxation of copy-
number-dependent transgenic expression (Figure 3B) and
an accompanying relaxation in tissue-specific expression
(Figure 3C and Table 2). This impact on gene expression
most likely reflected a loss of protection of the transgene
from insertion-site effects. The most extreme example of
this site-of-integration effects was the complete repression
of hCS expression in placentas of embryos in line #06
(Figure 3B). These observations suggested that the
HSIII-V region, while not essential to the robust activa-
tion of hCS genes in the placenta (Figure 3A), plays an
important role(s) in the LCR boundary/insulator
function.

Genome-wide analyses have mapped CTCF-binding
sites to the boundaries of a number of active chromatin
regions (33,34). Studies in a diverse set of experimental
models support a role of CTCF in locus insulation
(22,35,36). To examine whether the HSIII-V boundary
activity identified at the hGH transgene locus in the
placenta was related to the CTCF actions, we assessed
CTCF occupancy across the intact hGH/BAC locus. The
results of this article, combined with data from the
ENCODE, revealed that CTCF occupancies at HSIII
and HSV are ubiquitous while occupancy at HSIV is
specific to the placental locus (Figure 6A). Quite remark-
ably, the deletion of HSIII-V region (DHSIII-V/hGH/
BAC transgene) had no appreciable impact on the expres-
sion of hGH-N in pituitaries (Figure 3B and Table 2). The
selective impact of the HSIII-V deletion on expression
from the placental chromatin locus was highlighted by
the observation that hGH-N expression of DHSIII-V/
hGH/BAC line #6 in the pituitary is robust and copy-
number dependent (Figure 3B). Given that HSIII and V
are formed at the chromatin locus in both placentas and
pituitaries while HSIV is placenta-specific, these observa-
tions support a model in which CTCF recruitment at
HSIV plays an essential role in insulating the hGH trans-
gene locus from site-of-integration effects in placental
chromatin.
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Regulatory functions of CTCF include its ability to
organize chromatin into higher order structures (23,37–
39). Genome-wide surveys of CTCF occupancy have
demonstrated that the vast majority of CTCF-binding
sites are constitutive and overlap extensively among dif-
ferent cell types (24,34). This suggested a model in which
CTCFs cooperate with other proteins, such as cohesins or
mediators, to generate thousands of isolated chromosomal
loops throughout the genome. While many of the CTCF-
mediated chromosomal structures are constitutive, a
subset possesses tissue and/or developmental specificity
(38,40,41). These particular structures are comprised of
cell-type-specific CTCF-bindings that are often located
at the boundaries of active chromatin domains (33,34).
Our analysis of the placental boundary of hGH locus sup-
ported this model and suggested that the placenta-specific
occupancy of CTCF at HSIV may involve the generation
of a placenta-specific higher order chromatin structure
critical to the establishment of a functionally autonomous
hGH transgene cluster at the placental chromatin locus.

In addition to the LCR determinants 50 to the hGH
cluster, a structural feature of potential relevance to the
control of placental expression from the hGH locus is its
internal repeat structure. The five gene paralogs are evenly
spaced within the cluster and each of the four placentally
transcribed genes is flanked by a set of highly conserved
proximal regulatory elements. This organization along
with the patterns of epigenetic histone modifications
within the cluster suggested that each of the four PGR
units may be independently activated. Here we have
tested this model by collapsing the multi-gene cluster to
a single intact PGR unit (hCS–A PGR). This LCR-CSA/
BAC transgene fully preserved the structure of the LCR as
well as extensive flanking regions. Surprisingly, this con-
version of a multi-gene cluster to a single gene locus
resulted in a radical alteration in gene expression with a
dramatic loss in tissue specificity as well as copy-number
dependency (Figure 5B and C). These data argued against
a model in which PGR units are individually activated and
supported the conclusion that the overall structure of the
hGH cluster is critical for appropriate activation of the
individual placental units. This may reflect the assembly
of a higher order regulatory configuration within the
cluster. The occupancies by CTCFs at several sites
within the hGH cluster (Figure 6A) may organize this con-
figuration and bring the hCS genes into close proximity
with the distal LCR elements. CTCF binding at HSIV
might specifically modify this organization to facilitate ex-
pression of the hCS genes in the placenta. This revised
model is comparable with the structure defined at the
�-globin multi-gene locus where the spatial organization
of the locus describes a 3D, cell-type-specific assembly of a
multipartite ‘chromatin hub’ that juxtaposes the erythroid
regulatory elements with their target globin genes (38,40–
42). This chromatin hub is established by the interactions
between CTCF-bound cis-regulatory elements (40). The
conditional deletion of CTCF, or targeted disruption of
the CTCF-binding site at the 30 HSI of the globin locus,
destabilizes the long-range interactions that comprise the
chromatin hub and leads to a local loss of histone modi-
fications (43). Although the chromatin conformation of

the hGH cluster needs to be directly assessed in subsequent
studies, it is clear from the current data that interruption
of the repeat structure of the native hGH cluster, or
deletion of placental LCR led to inappropriate patterns
of gene regulation.
The current investigations, using a series of specifically

modified hGH locus transgenes, suggested that the appro-
priate expression of the placental CS genes depended on
the boundary actions of the HSIII-V LCR (DHSIII-V/
hGH/BAC) and the overall gene–repeat configuration of
the cluster (LCR-CSA/BAC). Both the repeated structure
of the locus and the structure of the HSIII-V region were
maintained in the third experimental transgene in which
the spacing between the placental LCR and the gene
cluster was selectively reduced (DSpacer/hGH/BAC). In
this structural setting the hCS genes were properly
regulated and retained copy-number dependency
(Figure 4B and C). Remarkably, however, the absolute
expression of hCS mRNAs from this transgene was sig-
nificantly enhanced relative to the intact hGH/BAC locus
(Figure 4B). This enhancement of hCS expression was
reminiscent of, but less dramatic than, the enhancement
of hGH-N expression in the pituitary when it was directly
juxtaposed to the HSI and II determinants (4). In these
two settings, the shortening of the distances between LCR
determinants and corresponding target genes may reflect
an increase in the frequency and/or productivity of the
chromatin looping interactions (40,44). The dynamics of
looping, as suggested by these data, may allow for flexi-
bility in gene regulation that may be of particular import-
ance to genes that have a highly dynamic range of gene
activation, and/or genes that need to rapidly alter levels of
enhancer activity in developmental or physiologic settings.
The greater distance between HSIII-V to the placental
genes (36 kb) as compared to that between HSI and II
to the hGH-N promoter (15 kb) may necessitate selective
stabilization of a putative looping structure by the HSIV-
occupied CTCF complex. Subsequent studies defining the
overall 3D structure of the hGH locus will be needed to
further extend and validate these models.
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